This article seeks to explore theological meaning in a particular and unexpected event in the author's life. It begins by telling the story, and then explains why all narrative is open to the possibility of theology. By means of the tropes of mountain and wilderness, it begins to expand theological horizons, albeit with a level of physical and spiritual discomfort.
Introduction: Simon's Story
I want to tell you a story, and then I want to tell you why stories are theological and what theology underpins this story. This is my story, but it's really Simon's story as you will see.
I fancied a walking holiday and I fancied going to India, so a travel company which I had used successfully before were advertising a holiday entitled Beyond Kulu. I had heard that the Kulu valley in northern India in the foothills of the Himalayas was very beautiful, but the clue (as often the case, and as often missed) was in the title: we would be going through but beyond Kulu into some very remote mountainous areas, in fact around the Pir Panjal region. I went with a friend; the group was quite small but friendly and interesting. On the first day of proper walking one of the group turned back. Mark had travelled with Simon and having forgotten his heart medication decided that it was too risky to continue. On Day Four, during a climb to a pass at 4700m, Simon was showing signs of 2 strain -he made the ascent on a pony with the guide carrying his day pack. On the way down, we crossed a glacier and I fell on the ice quickly picking myself up. Just as I was being warned that it was even more slippery, I fell again, banging my head against a rock, sufficiently sharply that I 'saw stars' and may even have been knocked out momentarily. I came to, with members of the group standing over me, and blood coming from my temple. I was plastered up, realised that nothing was damaged and it was only a skin wound, but the guide offered to carry my backpack and we proceeded more slowly.
The group then split into two: a faster group ahead, and a slower group behind in which Simon and I and others were walking. Although the terrain underfoot was precarious at times, Simon was walking more and more slowly; I noticed because I was getting cold as the day was ending and light fading.
The others obviously reached the camping spot, and sent back to us tea and cake very gratefully received. It was about 5.30pm and we had started the day twelve hours earlier. Simon was really struggling and the group split again, with one guide remaining with Simon and the rest going ahead more quickly with another. I turned round to see the guide desperately trying to push Simon up a very slight incline on the path.
We made it back to camp in the dark, re-joined the others and ate supper. I remember thinking that I hoped that the staff would save Simon something decent to eat as he would be very hungry. A commotion outside drew us from the mess tent: Simon was being carried into camp in a blanket by the rest of the Indian team. A little while later, the guide came to ask if any of us had any medical knowledge as Simon was in a bad way. Some had basic first aid training, but not more than that.
After another short period the guide came back to the tent in a more agitated state, saying that he could find no sign of life in Simon. Fortunately, one of the group was a recently retired policeman; he and I went to Simon's tent. It was lit with electric torches, with the Indian staff standing around outside. Peter and I went in, and to me it was obvious at first glance that Simon was dead. Peter checked for pulse and attempted CPR, and also concluded that he had died. I said a brief prayer aloud commending Simon to God. We returned to the mess tent, all the members of the group were gathered and the news announced. Jeremy (an ex-Army officer) produced a bottle of duty free rum which he was saving, offered a good slug at the bottom of a tea mug to each person, turned to me and said: 'Now minister, give us a few words'.
We all spent rather an uneasy night, and I was grateful to be sharing a tent, which the previous day I had complained was too small. The next morning we made our usual preparations for striking camp and leaving; we had already had the discussion that we must take Simon with us, so Peter, Jeremy and some of the staff created a bier in which Simon was tightly wrapped in his sleeping bag and a tarpaulin, and mounted on the back of one of the ponies, with another pony in front. Meanwhile others of the group created a cairn and set out Buddhist prayer flags. We had a very brief ceremony attended by all the walkers and all the Indian staff in which the guide sang and recited prayers in Hindi, and I said Psalm 23 and the Lord's Prayer. The 'funeral procession' set out ahead down a very stony valley, and we followed some way behind.
We had three days trek to a village from which an air evacuation was possible, and this was the first point at which any communication could be made with the outside world. We had two further stops at night in which Simon's body was placed at a little distance from the camp. This cortege passed the group once at close quarters while we were having lunch. Arriving at the village of Bar-a-Bhangal, we were, unsurprisingly, treated with suspicion -the presence of a dead body most certainly rendered us and all who came in contact with it unclean for this very traditional transhumance community.
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Having deflected the villagers' offer of cremation, it was decided that Simon would remain just outside the village bounds, looked after by a young member of our staff team who would continue to try to make contact with the necessary authorities, the satellite phone working only intermittently. A further three nights camping saw us arrive at the road head, met by a very solemn looking senior team from the Indian travel agency in Delhi. By then and having left Simon behind, the whole group was, for the most part, in a much better frame of mind. The evening of our arrival at the hotel, we compiled a long joint account of the events as we immediately recalled them, mindful of Peter's view that we might well face questions.
We learnt later that it took about two weeks for Simon's body to be repatriated. There had been a post-mortem in India and a further one in London. More than a year later an inquest was held in London, a number of us asked to give written statements, and one member of the group was summoned to give evidence. The coroner's narrative verdict was influenced by an expert witness, to the effect that Simon had died from cardio respiratory arrest and pulmonary oedema caused by altitude sickness. She concluded that had Simon turned back when he first felt ill, he might well have still been alive.
Dangerous Stories
All stories are open to the possibility of being theological, but they are also dangerous, especially in an academic milieu where they are likely to be distrusted. However, a theological warrant for such self-stories can be adduced from both Moltmann and Barth. In Experiences in Theology, Moltmann describes how he hesitated to use the pronoun 'I' in his theological writing, but came to recognise 5 that 'readers of a book want to know not only what the author has to say, but also how he or she arrived at it, and why they put it as they do.' 1 Barth's Church Dogmatics also contains a similar piece of spiritual autobiography in which he recalls the hymns of childhood. 2 The potential or latent quality of narrative to be theological lies in the insight that story is not just an aesthetic invention but the means by which human beings give sense and order to the world around them, and impose meaning on the remorseless flow of events in which they are swirling. So Bernard Lonergan writes:
Without stories, there is no knowledge of the world, of ourselves, of others, and of God. Our narrative consciousness is our power for comprehending ourselves in our coherence with the world and other selves; it expresses our existential reality as storytelling and storylistening animals, acting and reacting within our particular world context, overcoming the incoherence of the unexamined life. carrying a particular danger. Such stories are also temporally construed, with the possibility that they allow communities and individuals not just to make sense of themselves now, but to carry into the future a meaning in which mistakes are forgiven and transformed by means of grace. 5 One of the delights of stories lies in this play between the epistemic and the ontic.
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The place of Scripture here is to provide the normative story against which all others are compared, both in the story of Jesus and in the stories which Jesus tells. At the same time, however, the theologian recognises that within this history of God's relations with humanity, there is a multiplicity of style and genre -many stories make up the one story, including insights from human and natural sciences. 6 The little vignette recounted here also contains in micro form many of the seeds of human nature: excitement, adventure, risk, danger, hope and achievement; suffering, death, shock and bereavement. As such it is worthy of more consideration, to which I turn now.
A Theological Reading: God of the Mountain and Wilderness
A theological analysis of this death on the mountains might be developed in three ways: firstly by examining the context of mountains and countryside, particularly in relation to biblical imagery;
secondly by re-visiting the experience of dying and death which this story exemplifies; lastly and more narrowly in asking about the public representative nature of priesthood in our culture and age.
There is also another less dramatic story of death on the mountains to which I also wish to refer, as well as developing a sub-section of Simon's story. This reflection also adds another link in the chain of stories surrounding this event. Simon's identity (and those of his family and friends) is in some ways fixed for ever on the mountains; or perhaps it is given a frame of reference which no one had predicted. Our identity as a temporary group was utterly changed, and it is likely that no individual member will ever forget those events. The group was relatively cohesive for the period after Simon's death, cognizant perhaps of the need to hold together in unusual circumstances. For me, this article is partly an attempt to 'write out' those changes, in which a holiday became quite violently part of everyday life.
Theologically, the identity of God is not altered at all, but our (or my) perceptions have moved into new territory: out of the familiar domestication of the Almighty, controlled and shaped perhaps by the gentle ministrations of mother Church, to an altogether less comfortable, less controlled awe and wonder, reminiscent of Eliot's magi ('A cold coming we had of it …'). 7 This is not the exotic east as orientalism, but rather the cold inhumanity and ruthlessness of nature, in which our part is very small and very weak. The traditional 'fear of the Lord' may be the only way of giving some sense to this experience, but perhaps even this is a rush to explanation where being in silence is enough.
A complementary biblical theme is that of wilderness, overlapping with the mountains in terms of early Israelite history, but linked also to the later wilderness of exile. Here was separation from the familiar and the necessity for change, reflected by both psalmist and prophet: 'By the rivers of Babylon -there we sat down and there we wept when we remembered Zion. … How could we sing Humanity's thin, tangential hold on life is obvious in these circumstances even without an actual death. If there is a third death to recount here (that of Simon and Henry's grandmother being the first two) it is my own. Disconcertingly, other members of the party made it clear that when they had heard that someone was in serious trouble they thought it was me after my head wound: 'If anyone was likely to die it was you, David' was a comment to my face. What was also disconcerting here was to be faced with concepts of purity and pollution which seemed to take us again out of the familiarity of contemporary western thinking. Lastly and briefly, the call on me 'to say a few words' might underline a default to representational positions at times of crisis. It might also mean that it is easy to underestimate others' understanding and appreciation of a priestly role, which they feel able to call on in quite traditional forms. Equally, it did not feel odd that we deferred to a retired policeman and an ex-Army officer to perform the more practical tasks associated with dealing with a dead body. It should not be especially surprising, therefore, if my position was called forth by someone who had also occupied a similar role. Was there tacit recognition here too not simply of alterative interpretations, but of a different quality of being: someone expected to mediate the divine? 10 Although in general chat I had said to others that I was a parish priest, I had very few moments to decide whether in the circumstances to own that position for myself and offer a prayer in a tent for a man who had just died, who had not given any indication of faith; but it felt and still feels the right thing to have done. Speaking to Simon's wife later, she thanked me for this, especially on behalf of his mother. As a cairn and prayer flags were being set up, it again seemed appropriate for me to offer a formal prayer and a prayer of consolation on behalf of the group. In response to this vicarious offering some thanked me, others said nothing. I What am I left with after these events and this reflection upon them? Certainly, I am more hesitant about adventurous holidays, but at a little distance now, the lure of the mountains is insinuating itself 11 again. Without seeking the discomfort and the dislocation, I recognize that a reconceptualization of
God, a new turn in spirituality, is a gift to be welcomed. I am reminded of the richness of Hebrew Bible imagery, which helps deepen and broaden understandings of God, humanity and this relationship; I am aware that this imagery does not always find equivalents in the New Testament; I am further convinced of the power of the story to give theological value, meaning and identity. The contingency of life in the neighbourhood of death renders our days very precious: an opportunity for gratitude, but also perhaps for further risk.
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